Abstract. To gain a deeper understanding of damage evolution in carbon fiber-reinforced plastic (C FRP) composite materials, This paper addresses an application of recently developed Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) signal processing technique on acoustic emission (AE) signals feature extraction of damage Mechanism in CFRP laminates. The composite structures for lay-ups and orientations are becoming more and more complicated, a AE signal is likely to include more variety of components produced by various damage modes simultaneously, the AE signal were decomposed by HHT metho d, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was performed for the intrinsic mode functions (IMF) components, the peak frequency of each IMF component was used as a new descriptor for identifying damage mo des. So HHT can provide promising methods for frequency features extraction of all damage modes and be a better tool compared to FFT to help understanding the damage process.
Introduction
Fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP) composite materials are exten-sively used in various engineering applications because of their high specific stiffness and strength. However, various damage mechanisms may degrade the long-term performance of these materials, it is necessary to study damage mode and mechanism of composite. Composite structure failure often manifest as macro-damage gene rated by a few accumulative meso-damages along with time, which include matrix cracking, fiber breakage, delamination, and debonding. When each meso-damage happens, acoustic emission phenomenon will take place, and obvious AE signal feature corresponds to each meso-damage [1] . Hence, discrimination of AE signals corresponding to different failure mechanisms is of great im-portance in the use of AE technique.
Various signal processing and pattern recognition techniques have been performed for damage feature extraction from AE signals [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , which have four main methods such as: (1) damage classification according to a single AE parameter (amplitude, frequency, etc.), (2) wavelet level, (3) pattern recognition using several AE parameters,(4) classification according to the extensional and flexural mode content.
The objective of the current work is to identify characteristic signal features associated with damage propagation for each failure mode on CFRP laminate. Time-frequency analysis of AE signals was performed using Empirical Mode Decomposi-tion. AE signals were decomposed into a set of Intrinsic Mode Functions components. AE signals were post-processed using Hilbert-Huang Transform. The event peak frequency of each IMF component was obtained from the classical Fast Fourier Transform of each IMF component waveform. It was shown that the event peak frequency could be directly related to the materials damage modes respectively.
Experiment Procedure
Standard tensile test were carried out, the tensile specimen is an unidirectional ply specimen with two slot (see Fig.1 ) , which were made of a lay-up of an unidirectional carbon/epoxy pre-preg sheets. The AE sensors used were broadband (WD) sensors with a operating frequency range of 25-750 kHz and the signals were pre-amplified using a 20/40/60 db preamplifier, the gain selector of the preamplifier 2nd Annual International Conference on Advanced Material Engineering (AME 2016) was set to 40 dB. Grease was used for gaining good acoustic coupling on the surface of the sensor. A threshold of 40 dB was adopted considering the environmental noise，the mechanical and electrical noises detected with signals having durations below 20 μs were all screened in the AE parametric analysis. 
Hilbert-Huang Transform
Hilbert Huang Transform (HHT) is a data analysis tool which is able to extract the cyclic components from a signal. It has the capability dealing with non-stationary and nonlinear data. The HHT technique for analyzing data consists of two components: a decomposition algorithm called Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) and a spectral analysis tool called Hilbert spectral analysis.EMD is an algorithm which decomposes an input signal into a finite set of oscillating functions which are the intrinsic cycles of the original signal (see Eq.1). Hilbert spectral analysis is a tool which calculates and displays the amplitude or energy (square of amplitude) contributions from the different extracted cyclic components as a function of time (see Eq.2). Using these tools, the internal cycles of a signal, whether nonstationary or nonlinear, can be displayed and analyzed in the time domain or as time -frequency -energy spectra. (1)
Result and Analysis Fig. 2 shows the evolvement of load and amplitude and peak frequency of AE signal versus time for specimen respectively. It is obvious that the whole tensile testing was distributed into three stages from Fig. 2 . In the first stage (0−100 s), the AE amplitude value is small, the main range of peak frequency is only 140-190 kHz. In the second stage (100−230 s), the AE signals of the high-amplitude increase remarkably, the AE signals about the ranges of 20-50 kHz and 230-290 kHz begin to produce, the load fluctuate and is in the same value due to the rapid crack propagation parallel with the loading direction, which was visually inspected by naked eye. During the second stage , delamination take place clearly, which leads to increase fibre/matrix interface debonding and fiber pull-out. In addition to these identified failure modes, contact and friction on the fracture surfaces can also contribute to the generation of AE signals. In the third stage (230−300 s), the AE amplitude value become lower, the AE signals on the frequency range of 350-450 kHz increase gradually, which corresponds to fiber breakage. It is seen that the peak frequency range may be divided into five frequency bands, that is to say, there are several kinds of damage modes in the tensile test. Fig. 3 . It is seen that the FFT power spectrum in this specific case shows several peaks(see Fig.3(b) ), but the peak frequency of the AE signal is 169 kHz. A possible interpretation is that the waveform is formed from several individual sources associated with several damage modes and each one has its own frequency. In order to distinguish the damage modes included in the AE signal, which was decomposed into several IMF components, the FFT analysis was performed on every IMF waveform, 1−4 IMF waveforms and FFT of the AE signal are shown in Fig. 4 . Because the decomposed IMF components were stable signal sequences, the peak frequency was chosen to act as the dominant frequency of IMF waveform, which is associated with specific damage mode. It is seen that the dominant frequency of each IMF waveform is 169, 111, 57 kHz from high to low respectively, the dominant frequency possibly corresponds to different damage modes of composites. In addition, it is obvious that there are two peak values in FFT of IMF1, which consist of 169 kHz and 399 kHz. The waveform of IMF1 is divided into two parts, the front and end part correspond to 399 kHz and 169 kHz respectively, so, the AE signal consists of four kinds of the dominant frequency. The three-dimensional united time-frequency chart of the AE signal are shown in Fig. 3(c) , it is seen that the AE signal includes a some kinds of signal components , there are main frequency ranges of 320− 400 kHz and 140−190 kHz, 80−120 kHz, as well as 30−70 kHz, which is the lower amplitude signal. 
Summary
The damage mode corresponding to the peak frequency of an AE signal is just the principal damage component in this AE signal possibly, therefore, it is necessary to detach AE signal and extract all damage modes existing in a AE signal by EMD and HHT. AE signal was decomposed into several IMF components by means of EMD algorithm, and the FFT analysis was performed on every IMF waveform, the analysis results show that the various damages can be detached and extracted effectively, and the peak frequency of each IMF was chosen to act as a new descriptor for identifying damage modes contained within an AE signal. Hilbert spectrum obtained by HHT can described the change rule of the amplitude along with frequency and time, the frequency distribution of the IMF component in time-scale is clearly expressed on the three-dimensional united time-frequency chart of a AE signal, which is easy to distinguish the frequency content of an AE signal.
In summary, characterisation of failure modes in CFRP composite using the peak frequency of AE signal appears to be an effective method, but the composite structures for lay-ups and orientations are becoming more and more complicated, a AE signal include more variety of components produced by various damage modes simultaneously, the HHT provide promising methods for non-stationary AE signals features extraction.
